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Laboratory for Applied Ontology (ISTC-CNR)

Some information (website):

I Founded by Nicola Guarino

I Current members: Stefano Borgo (director), Claudio Masolo,
Roberta Ferrario, Emilio M. Sanfilippo, Gianluca Fasano,
Walter Carnielli (on arrival)

I PhD Students: Paulina Wiejak and Francesco Compagno

I Several associated researchers: e.g., Laure Vieu (from CNRS
and president of IAOA)

Some notable results:

I DOLCE foundational ontology (part of ISO standard,
upcoming)

I OntoClean methodology (further developed and applied by
Giancarlo Guizzardi in OntoUML)

http://www.loa.istc.cnr.it/
https://iaoa.org/
http://www.loa.istc.cnr.it/index.php/dolce/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OntoClean
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OntoUML


Laboratory for Applied Ontology (ISTC-CNR)

Basic and applied research on

I Ontological foundations of conceptual modeling

I Use of ontologies for knowledge representation, knowledge
engineering, database design, information retrieval, natural
language processing, and the Semantic Web

I Application areas: e-government, enterprise and business
modeling, product and process modeling, digital humanities
and cultural heritage

Interdisciplinary approach at the intersection between

I Computer Science, Philosophy, Linguistics, Cognitive Sciences

I Logic as a unifying paradigm



Ontologies in the DH

Three challenges and research perspectives:

1. Concept drift: How to deal with concepts change?

2. Uncertain, missing, and incompatible information: How to
make sense of epistemic states, partial and contrasting
information?

3. Interpretations and intentional properties: How to represent
scholars’ opinions in an explicit manner?



Concept drift

In a diachronic perspective, the concepts that we need to represent
in ontologies have a story, e.g.:

I Blanc manger :
I Middle age culinary tradition: salty dish prepared with either

fish or white meat
I Today: a type of dessert

Several examples: democracy, literary/musical work, etc.
[BvdB14, Kuu08, MSLP19]

Dealing with concept drift plays a prominent role especially when
working with historical data from different epochs!



Concept drift (cont’d)

Is it possible for a concept to change through time while remaining
the same thing?

Consider physical objects (like persons):

I When you get a haircut, you still remain the same person,
that is, you change while essentially remaining the same thing

I What IF your brain would be replaced?

How much can a concept change while remaining the same thing?
That is, what are the criteria for concepts identity and persistence?



Concept drift (cont’d)

Assume that we have these criteria such that we distinguish
between, e.g., blanc manger1 (for the Middle Age concept) and
blanc manger2 (for the concept we use nowadays)

I Is there any relation between them?

I Is it possible to subsume them under a more general concept
for blanc manger?

We need a modeling framework to make sense of concept drift
informed by (at least) existing theories of concepts and research in

the human sciences (see [MSLP19])



Uncertain, missing, and incompatible information

Some common examples:

I When was Dante Born? Circa in 1265

I Dante was probably baptized as Durante di Alighiero degli
Alighieri

I Alessandro Lanari born in 1790 (according to Seminara), in
1787 (according to VIAF)

And many other cases (e.g., geographical locations, documents’
authorship etc.; see Wikipedia Category:Date of birth unknown)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Date_of_birth_unknown


Uncertain, missing, and incompatible information (cont’d)

In knowledge representation:

I Epistemic logics: dealing with what agents know and believe

I Fuzzy logics: dealing with probability values

I Paraconsistent logics: dealing with incompatible propositions

I etc.

The Semantic Web relies on classical logic

I Logical propositions are either true or false
I No space for uncertainty:

I :Dante :born-in “1265” (RDF triple-like)
I We wish to say: probably, according to..



Uncertain, missing, and incompatible information (cont’d)

Approaches “mimicking”, e.g., epistemic logics and allowing the
representation of incompatible information in the Semantic Web
view are present; e.g., [CGM+21, CSSS21, VSB13].

Some hints:

I Explicit representation of beliefs (what agents think) as
domain entities

These approaches have limited expressivity (for technical reasons).
Further research in this direction is highly required!



Interpretations

Domain entities are often characterized via properties resulting
from scholars’ interpretations, e.g.,

I Interpretations of literary works (e.g., according to
psychoanalysis, gender-based studies, post-colonial studies,
etc.)

I Analysis of musical works

I Interpretations of paintings

I etc.



Interpretations (cont’d)

Consider the following:

1. Musical work W has-genre G

2. Musical work W has-genre G according to analyst A

In the case (1.)

I The property of having genre for W is a feature of W
depending on W and nothing else

In the case (2.)

I The property of having genre for W is a feature of W only
because A ascribes it to W ; hence, it depends on both A and
W . It is a relational and intentional property



Interpretations (cont’d)

(1.) How shall we represent explicitly the results of scholars’
interpretations?

(2.) How shall we make sense of the distinction between
relational/intentional (e.g., having genre according to...) and

non-relational/intentional (having genre) properties?

This seems again a place where the representation of beliefs may
play a role



Conclusions

I provided

I A general but also partial analysis of challenges when dealing
with ontology-based knowledge representation and data
management in the digital humanities

I did not consider

I Application aspects, e.g., how to work with data in multiple
formats, how to integrate them, how to make ontologies
understandable to and usable for domain experts, etc.

I Domain-specific aspects relative to, e.g., archeology,
literature, music, etc.
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